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ABSTRACT
Labeling persons appearing in video frames with names de-
tected from the video transcript helps improving the video con-
tent identification and search task. We develop a face naming
method that learns from labeled and unlabeled examples us-
ing iterative label propagation in a graph of connected faces or
name-face pairs. The advantage of this method is that it can use
very few labeled data points and incorporate the unlabeled data
points during the learning process. Anchor detection and metric
learning for face classification techniques are incorporated into
the label propagation process to help boosting the face nam-
ing performance. On BBC News videos, the label propagation
algorithm yields better results than a Support Vector Machine
classifier trained on the same labeled data.
Keywords— Cross-media mining, image annotation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of our work is to label faces present in video frames
with people names extracted from video transcripts. In this
research, we focus on label propagation, i.e., once we have
obtained reliable name-face pair exemplars, we propagate the
name to similar faces. Especially for indexation of videos, the
results of our work are very useful.
More specifically, after names and faces are detected, some
seed name-face pairs are sought. These can be manually se-
lected, or automatically selected relying on some confident
alignments. A label propagation algorithm is then applied on
the remaining faces of the video, that maximizes the likelihood
of all alignments of names and faces. In this framework it is
also possible that for a given face, there is no corresponding
name (so the face refers to a null name)1. The problem is chal-
lenging because there are often many faces in one image frame
or set of frames, and many names in the transcripts of the video.
Another difficulty is that the time at which people are named
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1In this paper we are not interested in the inverse problem where a detected
name refers to no face or to the null face.
and the time at which the corresponding faces are shown in the
image can diverge. In addition, the names in the audio stream
of the video are not always correctly recognized, which forms
an additional source of errors in the naming process.
We apply our face naming methods on BBC news broad-
casts. Often the anchor person is shown and is named in the
beginning of the broadcast. The name-face pairs corresponding
to the anchor can be separately identified, which might boost
the accuracy of the overall alignments.
The contributions of this paper are a graph based algorithm
for learning the name-face alignments jointly from labeled and
unlabeled examples. We show that the algorithm is successful
and better copes with noisy face detections than using a classifi-
cation model trained on the labeled data. As manual labeling is
expensive, in all our experiments, we use very few labeled data.
In addition, we develop an unsupervised model for naming an-
chor persons in news.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section we describe related work. In section 3 we discuss
the video data preprocessing, i.e., the detection and clustering
of the person names in the transcripts, the face detection and
tracking in the video frames and the anchor detection in news
broadcasts. Section 4 describes the label propagation algorithm
that computes the probability of a name for each face. Section 5
reports on a learning metric for face classification. In section 6
the experiments are described and the results are given. Section
7 concludes the paper.
2. RELATED WORK
Several researchers have looked into the problem of linking
names and faces, be it with a manual initialization (e.g. [1, 2])
or fully automatic based on temporal co-occurrence of names
and faces (e.g. [3, 4, 5]). The initial information of names and
faces correspondence is then used as a training set for a regular
face classification process [1, 4], a character specific multiple
kernel classifier [5], or for a multiple instance learning process
[2]. In the Name-It system [3], based on the initial information
of name and face temporal co-occurrence, a heuristic method is
applied to select the name-face pairs with the most significant
temporal correspondence.
Based on a large news photo with caption collection, [6]
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proposes a graph based method for finding the group of most
similar faces associated with a given name. They first use the
queried name to collect a set of the associated faces. Then a
weighted graph is built with the nodes are the associated faces
and the edges are their dissimilarities. Finally, they find the
densest component - the set of highly connected nodes of the
graph and consider this set of nodes to correspond to the faces
of the queried person. [7] solves a different problem (unsuper-
vised object discovery), yet uses somewhat similar techniques:
a graph is constructed, with all images as vertices and edge
weights based on image similarity (number of feature matches).
Then they use normalized cuts to partition the graph in different
clusters (’objects’).
It has been shown that in classification tasks learning from
labeled and unlabeled examples has a benefit on classification
performance, especially when few labeled training examples are
available [8, 9]. We are interested in methods that satisfy our
assumption that similar faces tend to have similar name labels
[10, 11]. In this paper we target such an approach for the name-
face alignments.
The problem of anchor person detection is also well stud-
ied [12]. The common assumption is that, the anchor persons
appear many times throughout the news broadcast and they ap-
pear in front of the same studio settings. Hence, the background
images where people appear are clustered based on their color
similarity. The clusters with more than one member and with
the total time span higher than a threshold are considered re-
ferring to anchor persons. Other information such as audio and
person faces (the presence of the anchor person corresponds to
his/her speech and face) are also used to boost the anchor detec-
tion accuracy. In this paper we accurately identify the anchor
persons with their name.
3. VIDEO DATA PREPROCESSING
Our methods presume video frames and related text transcripts.
3.1. Preprocessing of the transcript
3.1.1. Detection of person names
A first step is to recognize person names in the transcript. We
use a named entity recognizer which is based on a maximum
entropy classifier from the OpenNLP package2, which we aug-
ment with a gazetteer of names which are extracted from the
Wikipedia3 website.
3.1.2. Clustering of the person names
In one segment of the transcript several mentions (e.g., ”Al
Gore”, ”former vice president”, ”he”) might refer to the same
person and form a coreference chain. Within one segment this
noun phrase coreference resolution follows the methods of the
LingPipe4 package. To group mentions of the same person
2http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/
3http://en.wikipedia.org/
4http://www.alias-i.com/lingpipe/
across the transcript, we use a dictionary of variant names in
combination with a clustering of the coreference chains of a
name, where the latter allows to resolve mentions of the single
word ”Bush” to ”George W. Bush” and not to ”Laura Bush”.
Then coreference chains of each text are clustered with a hier-
archical single link algorithm constrained by a threshold cosine
similarity for cluster membership.
3.2. Preprocessing of the video frames
3.2.1. Detection and description of faces
A parallel task regards the detection and description of the faces
in the video frames. This is a challenging task under uncon-
trolled conditions, due to the wide variability in face appear-
ance – especially because of changes in pose, illumination con-
ditions, facial expressions, and partial occlusions. First, faces
are detected using the OpenCV implementation of [13]. Next,
we detect facial features [4] and use these as initial pose esti-
mation for a 3D morphable face model [14] that is fitted to the
data. Using such a 3D morphable model allows to estimate the
pose and illumination parameters and to eliminate these irrele-
vant sources of variability. Also partial occlusions can be over-
come this way. The model returns 40 person-specific texture
components and 40 person-specific shape components, which
together form the face descriptors used in this work.
3.2.2. Face tracking
A typical news footage lasts on average 30 minutes and con-
tains around 30000 detected faces. Manually labeling all these
faces is extremely time-consuming and the face label propa-
gation process has to deal with a large amount of data points.
These faces arise from just a few hundred ”tracks” of a par-
ticular character each in a single shot [4]. Applying a face-
tracking method reduces the amount of data to process and al-
lows us to select the best faces in each face track to help im-
prove the quality of face comparison and classification. We use
Kanade− Lucas− Tomasi [15] method to track faces using
similar point tracks over frames.
3.3. Anchor/reporter detection
We adopt the approach by [12] to find the anchor face tracks. To
find the candidate names for the anchors, we use the transcript
clues as exploited by [1]. E.g, when we hear ”I’m Alastair Yates.
Have a good night”, ”Alastair Yates” should be the name of the
anchor. Finally, to match an anchor face track and a candidate
name, we adapt the timing similarity approach by Satoh et al.
[3]. If the timing similarity between an anchor face track and a
candidate name is higher than a threshold (set via observations
on a held-out data set), the candidate name is assigned to the
anchor face track.
In this framework, the named anchors are moved from the
unlabeled face set to the training set. This will reduce the ambi-
guity in our name label propagation process and might improve
the alignment performance.
3.4. Initial labeling of name-face seed pairs
We first annotate a number of name-face seed pairs. This anno-
tation can be done manually by randomly selecting a number of
faces and assigning a name to them, if the name is mentioned in
the text. As in [4] we select faces from the ground truth data.
4. NAMING FACES WITH LABEL PROPAGATION
4.1. Presentation of the problem
Given a training set of labeled faces, the problem of choosing
names for the unlabeled faces can be solved with many classifi-
cation methods. Since the value of the unlabeled data is proved
to be valuable and the manual annotation of all the faces in
the videos is overwhelming, the class of classification methods
that combine the labeled and unlabeled faces into the learning
process is important to our face labeling task. Among various
classification methods using labeled and unlabeled data, label
propagation by a random walk process approach is promising
[10, 11]. We adapt the approach of [10] to formulate a frame-
work of name label propagation over faces.
Suppose we initially can find name labels for l faces and
the remaining u faces do not have name labels yet. We de-
note (f1, n1)...(fl, nl) the set of labeled faces where Nl =
{n1...nl} ∈ {1...C} are the name labels. The constraints are:
the number of distinct names C is known and all the distinct
name labels appear in the set of labeled faces. The set of un-
labeled faces can be presented as (fl+1, nl+1)...(fl+u, nl+u)
where the name labels Nu = {nl+1...nl+u} are not known yet.
Let F be the set of all faces F = {f1...fl+u} ∈ RD described
with D features. We will use F and Nl to predict Nu.
If a group of faces are similar, they may have the same name.
The level of similarity between these faces will decide the con-
fidence that they share the same name. Generally, the labeled
faces can contribute to the naming of an unlabeled face by their
names with the confidence estimated by their similarities with
this unlabeled face. Moreover, the unlabeled faces can also af-
fect the labels of each other by their similarity.
4.2. Using solely face similarities
To implement the above observation, we build a fully connected
graph G where the nodes are all l + u faces. The weight wij of
the edge between faces fi and fj is the similarity between them.
The one-step transition probability Tij from face j to face i
can be estimated from the edge weights:
Tij = P (j → i) = wij∑l+u
k=1 wkj
(1)
All faces have probability distributions over name labels. We
define a probability matrix N of size (l + u) × C where Ni is
the probability distribution of name labels over face i. The one-
step name label propagation between faces can be computed by
performing a matrix multiplication TN .
4.3. Using name-face pairs similarities
In the type of media like videos, we notice that: (1) Faces in the
same frame mostly have different names; (2) Faces in the same
face track must have the same name.
To implement the new constraints for our label propaga-
tion algorithm, we define the following additional functions:
SN(nb, ny) is equal to 1 if the names nb and ny are the same,
0 otherwise; SF (fa, fx) is equal to 1 if the faces fa and fx are
in the same video frame and their tracks overlap temporally, 0
otherwise; ST (fa, fx) is equal to 1 if the faces fa and fx are
in the same face track, simfa,fx otherwise. The third function,
ST (fa, fx), makes use of the results of the face tracking pro-
cess in the sense that if two faces are in the same face track,
their similarity should be 1, so that the probability for them to
share the same name is high.
In this model we consider all candidate name-face alignment
pairs of one news broadcast, some of which are sure alignments
(labeled examples) and of the other pairs we do not know if the
alignment holds. We build a completely different graphG′, now
with the name-face-pairs as vertices and a new transition matrix
between name-face pairs. From the above constraints, we re-
define the weight wi,j of the edge connecting the name-face
pairs i =< fa, nb > and j =< fx, ny > as follows:
wij = SN(nb, ny) ∗ (1− SF (fa, fx)) ∗ ST (fa, fx) (2)
The one-step transition probability Tij from name-face pair
j to name-face pair i can be estimated from the edge weights:
Tij = P (j → i) = wij∑(l+u)C
k=1 wkj
(3)
All name-face pairs now have probability distributions N
over the possibility that these pairs are true or not. The one-
step name label propagation between name-face pairs can again
be computed by performing a matrix multiplication TN .
4.4. The label propagation algorithm
After setting up the graph G, the transition matrix T and the
label matrix N , we perform the label propagation algorithm as
follows:
1. All faces/name-face pairs propagate labels for one step:
N ← TN
2. Row normalize N to maintain the label probability inter-
pretation.
3. Clamp the labeled faces. Repeat from step 2 until conver-
gence of N .
Step 3 is important since the names of the labeled faces are
kept and via iterations, the labels are propagated through the
high density (similar) face/name-face pair regions (clusters) and
settle down in the low density gaps between face/name-face pair
clusters.
The label propagation algorithm is proved to converge to a
simple solution [10].
4.5. Face naming after the label propagation process
Matrix N contains then the label distribution for each
face/name-face pair. In the experiments below we use for each
face the name with highest probability or the alignment of a
name-face pair with highest probability where the probability is
above a threshold λ (called name assignment threshold in the
experiments below) [4]. This refusal to predict strategy leaves
some faces unlabeled, or in other words these faces refer to the
null name.
5. LEARNING METRIC FOR FACE CLASSIFICATION
The last problem is to learn a good metric for face similarities.
A simple function to estimate the similarity between two faces
fi and fj is defined as follows:
simfifj = exp(−dfifj ) = exp(−
√√√√ D∑
k=1
(fki − fkj )2) (4)
This exponential similarity function is chosen for its simplicity
and suitability for image and feature spaces [16] (here, human
faces). It has a fast decreasing rate due to the increase of face
distance. Hence, only close-by faces are connected and thus
share name labels. This partially satisfies our desire. Because
of their variations in expressions, occlusions, and unmoddeled
lighting changes (e.g. specularities), not only close-by faces re-
fer to the same person. To moderate the decreasing rate and
balance the nearby face connections against the far away face
connections, we incorporate the metric σ into this similarity
function as follows:
simfifj = exp(−
d2fifj
σ2
) = exp(−
∑D
k=1 (f
k
i − fkj )2
σ2
) (5)
σ needs to be optimized so that faces in the same cluster should
receive higher similarity values than faces in different clusters.
We find σ with a heuristic. First, we find a minimum span-
ning tree MST over all faces given the Euclidean distances
dfifj between faces. Then, we search through the MST for
the edge with shortest distance that connects two faces with dif-
ferent labels and get the length d0 of this edge. We assume d0
as the minimum distance between face clusters. Following the
3σ rule of the Normal distribution, we set σ = d
0
3 . By using the
newly found σ value in estimating the faces similarity, we hope
that the similarity of faces within one name class is high and of
faces between different name classes is low. This enforces the
strong label sharing between faces within one cluster and the
weak label sharing between faces from different clusters.
The MST can be found with Kruskal’s Algorithm [17]. In
our case, the algorithm starts with a graph G′′ =< V ′′, E′′ >
where the set of vertices V ′′ contains all faces and the set
of edges E′′ contains all connections between all faces with
weights equal to the face distances. The algorithm returns the
minimum spanning tree MST extracted from G′′.
Broadcast P (%) R (%) F1 (%)
BBC 22-Jun-2008 100 83.33 90.91
BBC 27-Jun-2008 94.44 94.44 94.44
Table 1. Anchor face track detection performance.
Broadcast NLF Percentage
BBC 22-Jun-2008 49 11%
BBC 27-Jun-2008 65 10%
Table 2. NLF: Number of manually labeled faces.
6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1. Evaluation specifics
The performance of the face labeling process is expressed in
terms of Precision (P ) versus Recall (R). Precision is the
proportion of the correctly recognized faces in all recognized
faces. The term Recall is the proportion of faces which are as-
signed a name after the ”refusal to predict” mechanism (see sec-
tion 4.5). We adopt Everingham et al.’ approach [4] to evaluate
our face labeling method, where we vary the name assignment
threshold.
6.2. Datasets and preprocessing
We perform and compare our experiments on two BBC news
broadcasts recorded on 22-Jun-2008 and 27-Jun-2008. Each
broadcast lasts approximately 30 minutes, or 60,000 frames.
After the face detection and tracking process, we obtain from
the BBC 22-Jun-2008 broadcast 31,275 faces, forming 129 face
tracks. From the BBC 27-Jun-2008 broadcast, 38,487 faces and
169 face tracks are extracted. To reduce the number of false pos-
itives in the face detection, we filter out the detections with a too
low confidence value. Finally, to further reduce the processing
time, an average of 3 representative faces are selected for each
track. These kept faces are first selected by their size (the larger,
the better), then by their fitting confidence. The exact number
of representative faces per face track might vary since there are
more or less faces having the largest size and fitting confidence.
After reduction, the BBC 22-Jun-2008 broadcast contains 435
faces and 125 face tracks and the BBC 27-Jun-2008 broadcast
contains 670 faces and 168 face tracks.
For the name detection and clustering, we obtain from
BBC 22-Jun-2008 and BBC 27-Jun-2008 broadcasts 17 and 32
unique candidate names, respectively.
The BBC 22-Jun-2008 broadcast contains 36 ground truth
anchor face tracks while we detect 30 anchor face tracks. The
BBC 27-Jun-2008 broadcast contains 18 ground truth anchor
face tracks while we detect 18 anchor face tracks. Table 1 shows
the anchor face track detection performance.
6.3. Forming of the training set
After the face filtering and reduction process, from the set of
candidate names, each distinct candidate name is used to label
(a) BBC 22-Jun-2008 with solely face similarities.
Recall 50% 70% 90% 100%
NC-NM-NA 90.70 78.33 63.64 59.30
NC-WM-NA 91.11 71.67 60.49 56.98
NC-WM-WA 100.0 100.0 75.00 69.23
(b) BBC 27-Jun-2008 with solely face similarities.
Recall 50% 70% 90% 100%
NC-NM-NA 61.36 46.63 42.50 38.20
NC-WM-NA 80.49 54.10 49.35 43.82
NC-WM-WA 85.00 62.96 47.37 46.34
(c) BBC 22-Jun-2008 with name-face pair similarities.
Recall 50% 70% 90% 100%
WC-NM-NA 93.02 84.75 84.41 82.56
WC-WM-NA 86.05 85.00 84.41 82.56
WC-WM-WA 100.0 84.20 86.36 76.00
(d) BBC 27-Jun-2008 with name-face pair similarities.
Recall 50% 70% 90% 100%
WC-NM-NA 72.09 63.79 46.51 43.48
WC-WM-NA 72.34 65.08 55.00 51.09
WC-WM-WA 72.73 57.14 43.24 36.36
Table 3. Quantitative precision results at different recall levels on the news broadcasts BBC 22-Jun-2008 and BBC 27-Jun-2008.
maximum 6 faces if available (the face selection is random).
Note that many names are mentioned in the transcript but do
not have corresponding faces in the video frames, so they are
assigned to null face. The set of labeled faces will be used as
the training set for the name label propagation process. Table 2
shows the number of manual labeled faces per news broadcast.
6.4. Label propagation
We set up the label propagation experiments in three settings:
(1) without metric learning for face classification (i.e., using
eq. 4) and without anchor detection (denoted as NM-NA); (2)
with metric learning and without anchor detection (WM-NA);
and (3) with both metric learning and anchor detection (WM-
WA). Figure 1 shows precision/recall curves on the news broad-
casts BBC 22-Jun-2008 and BBC 27-Jun-2008 with name la-
beling relying solely on the face similarities (NC-) and using
the name-face pair similarities (WC-). And the quantitative pre-
cision results at different recall levels are shown in table 3. We
can see, the combination of metric learning and anchor detec-
tion might be helpful in boosting name-face alignment perfor-
mance in video. The results of the two episodes show that the la-
bel propagation method that uses the name-face pair similarities
yields better performance. The incorporation of the named an-
chors in some cases can not outperform the other methods since
it introduces many training examples of some anchor name
classes and these anchor name classes attract more faces than
other classes do. Moreover, there are a few faces where the sys-
tem is very confident in assigning names to them, yet that are
labeled incorrectly. This might due to the face similarity com-
putation. Hence, this again confirms the difficulty of comparing
faces as mentioned in section 5.
We can compare our best results obtained at 100% recall with
the precision results of a Support Vector Machine classifier (op-
timized with RBF kernel) trained with the same labeled faces
used in the other experiments. The faces are described with the
same features as the ones used in the other experiments. We ob-
tain for the BBC 22-Jun-2008 broadcast a precision of 55.81%,
where our proposed method obtained a precision of 82.56%,
and for the BBC 27-Jun-2008 broadcast a precision of 26.09%,
where our proposed method obtained 51.09% precision. A re-
call level of 100% here again means that after reduction of the
number of faces (see table 1), all test faces receive a label.
7. CONCLUSION
We designed, implemented and evaluated a method for naming
faces in video broadcasts that learns from labeled and unlabeled
examples using iterative label propagation in a graph of con-
nected faces or connected name-face pairs. We used very few
labeled data points (about 10-11 % of the detected faces). The
label propagation algorithm yields better results than a Support
Vector Machine classifier trained on the same labeled data. Our
results could be improved by using a similarity metric for com-
paring faces that uses the distribution of face similarities in a
video broadcast.
In our future work we will attempt to further reduce the
number of labeled examples, by, for instance, using unsuper-
vised name and faces alignment techniques [18], and keeping
the alignments that were recognized with high confidence as
the labeled seeds for the propagation algorithm.
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